New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

**Fiction**

- Albert, Susan Wittig. *Someone Always Nearby*
- Chandrasekera, Vajra. *The Saint of Bright Things*
- Coetzee, J. M. *The Pole*
- Goldberg, Lee. *Calico*
- Griffin, Martin. *The Second Stranger*
- Harding, Paul. *This Other Eden*
- Kingfisher, T. *Thorn Hedge*
- Park, Ed. *Same Bed Different Dreams*
- Roberts, Tara Karr. *Wild and Distant Seas*
- Shepherd-Robinson, Laura. *The Square of Sevens*
- Singh, Nalini. *There Should Have Been Eight*
- Sweren-Becker, Daniel. *Kill Show*
- Vassell, Charlotte. *The Other Half*

**Non-Fiction**

- Cross, Kim. *In Light of All Darkness: Inside the Polly Klass Kidnapping and the Search for America’s Child*
- Issa, Islam. *Alexandria: The City That Changed the World*
- Kershner, Isabel. *The Land of Hope and Fear: Israel’s Battle for Its Inner Soul*
- Naidoo, Uma. *Calm Your Mind With Food: A Revolutionary Guide to Controlling Your Anxiety*
- Pettegree, Andrew. *The Book at War: How Reading Shaped Conflict and Conflict Shaped Reading*
- Preston, Douglas. *The Lost Tomb and Other Real Life Stories of Bones, Burials, and Murder*
- Runciman, David. *The Handover: How We Gave Control of Our Lives to Corporations, States and AIs*
- Schulman, Michael. *Oscar Wars: A History of Hollywood in Gold, Sweat, and Tears*
- Sinclair, Safiya. *How to Say Babylon*
- Wallace, Joe. *The Day After Yesterday: Resilience in the Face of Dementia*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Krosoczka, Jarrett. *Sunshine: How Camp Taught Me About Life, Death, and Hope*
- Wasson, Brian. *Seven Minutes in Candyland*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Bilan, Jasbinder; illustrated by Nina Chakrabarti. *My Incredible India*
- Moriarty, Jaclyn. *The Secret of Lillian Velvet*
- Murray, Lily; illustrated by Jesse Hodgson. *How Old Is a Whale? Animal Life Spans From the Mayfly to the Immortal Jellyfish*
- Musariri, Blessing. *All That it Ever Meant*

Picture Books

- Arnaldo, Monica. *Mr. S*
- Beatty, Melinda; illustrated by Paola Escobar. *Tell the Truth Pangolin*
- Hammond, Tiffany; illustrated by Kate Cosgrove. *A Day With No Words*
- Johnson, Kevin; illustrated by Kitt Thomas. *Cape*
- Lanan, Jessica. *Jumper: A Day in the Life of a Jumping Spider*
- Martinez-Neal, Juana. *Alma Head to Toe/de Pies a Cabeza*
- Murphy, Julie; illustrated by Sarah Winifred Searle. *Chubby Bunny*
- Reagan, Jean; illustrated by Eduardo Marticorena. *Turbo’s Special Delivery*
- Richardson, Melissa Seron; illustrated by Monica Arnaldo. *The Last Slice: A Three Kings Day Treat*
- Rosen, Michael; illustrated by Daniel Egnéus. *Bear’s Big Dreaming*
- Rylant, Cynthia; illustrated by Arthur Howard. *Hornbeam All In*
- Stansbie, Stephanie; illustrated by Frances Ives. *The Owl Who Dared*
- Theule, Larissa; illustrated by Abigail Halpin. *Mouseboat: Even When You’re Lost in a Storm, You Can Find Home Again*
- Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah; illustrated by Hatem Aly. *Salat in Secret*

Audiobook

- Roy, Carter. *The Glass Gauntlet*